At the camp was one JACK RUBENSTEIN, nicknamed RE73Y. He was about 30-35 years of age, 5'10', stocky build and had dark hair. He showered affection on her, which made SIDNEY JEALOUS.

Mrs. HARKS said RUBY's girlfriend - a dancer - was at the camp every day of the two-week period. She thought perhaps he might be identical with JACK RUBENSTEIN of Dallas, Texas, accused of the murder of LYL ::LRVLY OSPIALD.

Mrs. MARKS said she and her husband are separated, but thought he might know more about RUBENSTEIN and might have his photograph. She recalls they photographed him at the camp.

After their marriage, SIDNEY HARKS gave up Communist affiliations and work on her promise she would accept the Jewish faith. She does not know the identity of the organization in the Communist Party with which her husband was affiliated.

SIDNEY MARKS was contacted December 31, 1963, at the Cowan Shoe Store, 16 East 44th Street, Manhattan, New York, and he furnished the following information:

He and his wife, THELMA HARKS, attended Camp Unity, Kingston, New York, for two weeks in July or August, 1947. He was unable to recall anyone by the name of JACK RUBENSTEIN or JACK RUBY who was at the camp during that two-week period.

He requested that Agents reconnect him after about a week in order to afford him an opportunity to attempt to refresh his memory.
MARKS was not able to furnish a description of the above individual, but his recollection was that he did not resemble photographs of MRB which MARKS had observed.

MARKS was not able to furnish a description of the above individual, but his recollection was that he did not resemble photographs of MRB which MARKS had observed.
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